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EDITOR'S NOTES.
There has been the usual inrush of new
scholars this term, and we have now the largest number yet recorded on our rolls.
The
day-girls are in the majority. There are not
a great number of old girls left, but quite sufficient to introduce the new girls to boarding-school and to teach them to be able to
stand up for themselves through life.
We wish to congratulate all the girls who
were successful in the University examinations.
There were such a number that we
cannot mention them individually.
We hope
that there will be still more this year, and that
the results will be equally good, for how satisfying a thing it is to think in after years
that we had some share in building up the
reputation of our old school!
We are hoping to do better this year in the
way of sport.
In fact we have started by
winning the Barron Trophy for life-saving.
We hope that the same success 'Yill be with
the Tennis Four.
The classes in the Upper School are much
larger this year, especially "A." The Kindergarten has been established and many of our
little comrades. who no doubt in time will
be filling our pi aces, delight in learning, singing, marching and drawing in a sunny room.
Miss Fry has taken charge of the Kindergarten, Miss Harding has succeeded Miss Fry
in the pleasant (?) task of teaching "C," Miss
Fairweather is now Science mistress and
Minus B Form mistress.
Let us close by wishing everyone the best of
luck in the forthcoming terminal examinations.

FORM A NOTES.
Once more we are back at school again, but
no longer can we say : "We are seven," for
our number has been increased nearly twoAt first this inrush seemed like an infold.
vasian to the two old occupants of the class,
but we are becoming quite accustomed to it
now.

I9I6.

We must first congratulate our fellow classmates of last year on their splendid results
in the University examinations.
We feel
very proud of them, especially .Dorothy Barclay, who was awarded an Exhibition.
Two
of them are now undergraduates and quite
important; going to lectures and wearing
gowns.
The girls have been given an impetus for work in the desire to try arid emulate
their results and so keep up the reputation of
which we are all so proud.
We have a class-room to ourselves this year,
so that no longer is the Angels' Abode used
for other classes. This has its disadvantages,
however, for we no longer migrate to different rooms and so see a change of scenery
before our eyes.
It is also rumoured that
one member of the class misses the ease with
which she used to recline in the playroom
chairs.
Some of the new members of the class are
already beginning to sigh and groan about the
work.
They realise now that the work
in "A" is slightly harder than that in
"B."
We do not wish to appear Job's comforters, but we should advise them to save
their groans until later days, when they will
be more called for.
The Kindergarten room being next to ours
we are often entertained by little songs from
them, which are very much enjoyed by us
and refresh our weary minds.
Someone expressed a desire to join them, but we should
advise them not to do so for the sweetness
of the songs would perhaps ·be spoiled.
Biology gives rise to still more interest this
year, for, not only have we the microscope
but we also use crayons with which to colour
our artistic attempts.
We are sure some of
these productions are quite worthy of being
hung in the Art Gallery.
Some very rude
children remarked that they looked like patches
of different colours so arranged that they
clashed, but this only shows their ignorance
and jealousy.
We have not done very much
microscopic work yet, but we hope to be promoted to it soon.
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Our English mistress told us ·that we were
a very solemn class and never smiled; a few
smiles (10 spread over our faces when we are
shown caricatures.
The" Primer" has still
to be studied, much to our delight (?)
We
have also studied some of Tennyson's works
among which is i·Maud."
This has led to
great arguments between the prosaic and
sentimental members of the class as to the
qualities and defects of the poem.
It has,
however, had an effect on the most prosaic
ones, for even they, when there is a great
deal of study to do, ask someone to
bury me
Deeper, ever so little deeper."
.i

•
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V\'e are pleased to see that some of the girls
are improving their vocabulary for in Olle
composition one girl talked about a "phantasmagorical apparition."
One of the history books has heen changed
this year, and we are studying .iEuropeail
History since Napoleon." We no longer learn
of Craft Guilds and the Feudal division of
land, but of congresses and wars.
We have
decided that although there is more to learn
in it we prefer it to "Trade, Tillage and In vention."
In French we are translating a real novel,
and consequently feel rather delighted with
ourselves, for we are usually given "Fairy
Stories" in the first term.
It is a story about
twins who are quite human, for they are not
always good.
There have been many and
varied suggestions as to the end of the IJook,
but we have refrained so far from looking at
the last page.
We shall have to be patient
however, for we are 110t altogether fluent
translators.
The new members of the class
have to endure the horrors of the " little blue
book," but the other two have 110W risen about
and are finding that perhaps it was not so
dreadful after all.
The Latin class is very small in comparison
with the others.
The fact that some of the
girls have been allowed to leave it off has
led to violent outbursts of wrath on the part
of the "girl with glasses."
We have discovered another mathematical
genius in the person of our champion swimThe said person is so attached to geomer.
metry that even when speaking of angels she
calls them "angles."
We are still trying to
find out the cOl111ection between the two, and
woncleri ng if they are ohtuse or acute angles.
W e sometimes wish she were not so brilliant,
for when we fail to see something she politely

tells us that we have heads like blocks of
wood.
The new "A"-ites are beginning to dread
the terminal examinations; they have our
heartfelt sympathy, for we know the feelings
ourselves and are not yet totally immune from
them. We wish everyone good luck and hope
that they will obtain good marks.
L. F. D.
FORM "B" NOTES.
We shall take this opportunity of congratulating all those girls who were successful in
the Public examinations of 1915.
The scholarship awarded on the Junior Certificate results was gained by Effie Hurman.
\Ve heartily congratulate her on her success,
and hope she will continue to shine in i.A."
In our present class only six last year's
girls remain, all the clever ones having either
left or ascended into " A."
But we have a
large class being reinforced by new girls and
old Minus "B" -ites. So we are rather crowded and some moveable desks have had to be
brought in.
We are very glad that Miss Bullow is still
our form mistress.
This yt'ar she takes us
for Mathematics and Latin. A certain blonde
damsel who occupies a prominent position in
the class asks Miss Bullow the queerest and
most unanswerable questions.
She shines,
especially in algebra and arithmetic lessons.
Miss Walton still has us tor English and
History, and now has the joy of drumming
French verbs into our heads.
She is spared,
however, the pleasant (?) task of teaching us
Algebra.
As Miss Woods has left, Miss vairweather
gives us Biology and receives weird and wonderful drawings of frogs, hydra, etc.
She
also takes us for Geography, and has lately
been informed that the Danube flows into the
North Sea, also that Holland and Belgium
have taken up their abode in the north of
Austri.a.
We wonder whether Germany has
thus removed the "thorn in her side," to a
less vulnerable spot.
The weekly essays are a source of valuable
information, and by the end of the year Miss
Walton will be able to write a new encyclopedia.
One young person considers Rome
was a village. We wonder what her idea of
Perth as compared with ancient Rome is. According to another i, B" -ite, Virginia was stabIs this an ancient Roman
bed with a sob.
weapon?
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In paraphrasing the following passage, one
version describes the blow as being too much
for Astur!';Horatius sprang right at Astur's face
Through teeth, and skull, and helmet
So fierce a thrust he sped.
The good sword stood a hand-breadth out
Behind the Tuscan's head.
These are only a few of the items for the
encyclopedia.
They are only new renderings of Macaulay.
In closing, we wish the whole school a
most successful year, and hope that the Junior
and Leaving girls will do as well this
as

J.L

M. S.
FORM MINUS "B."
We have now started 011 a fresh year after
a lo"ng vacation of seven wee!(s, and most of
us have come back feeling very lazy.
There
are only five girls left who were in our class
last year, the others having been promoted to
In their places we have some old "C";;B."
ites and a great many new girls.
Miss Fairweather is now our form mistress and she has
the pleasure of taking us for Biology.
This
year we have a Latin lesson on Wednesday
afternoon, and consequently consider ourselves well on the road to <lA."
On Friday
afternoon we flourish brushes instead of pencils now, therefore the varnish is disappearing
from the desks. This is causing great consternation among the mistresses.
Many funny things have been said in
this year.
One girl was heard to remark
that when the Mediterranean was at high tide
it washed the shores of Spa,.! into the Irish
Sea. Another clever girl has discovered that
the Arctic Ocean washes the North Sea; we
hope it is clean by now.
In another lesson
we were informed that in the Treaty of Wedmore, a line was drawn from Brussels to
London, separating Danish territory from
English.
We must congratulate the ::swimming Four
on winning the Shield; also the tennis girls
for winning the match last week; and we
hope that before the season ends they will
win many more.
A. K. G.
FORM "e."
We have just begun the first term and are
working hard. We have a new form-mistress
this year, and her name is Miss Harding. The
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examinations are just over, and we are very
fatigued after them. Grammar is very interesting, owing to some of the funny things
which are said, but we wiI, .1Ot fill up our
corner with them.
We have one girl in our
room who washes the floor with her tears and
keeps it fairly clean.
W
make garments for the Children's Hospital, and have
just started some nightgowns; and when they
are finished we are going to take them to the
hospital ourselves.
Last vear we failed in
most of the sports, but
we hope to make
up for it.
L. M.
M.McL.
BOARDERS' NOTES.
vVe returned to school on February 7th,
after very enjoyable holidays.
The weekly
hoarders are very poorly represented thi s
The new girls seem to have settled
term.
down and to be quite happy in their new
home; of course there are exceptions, and
some in particular feel rather "weepy" at
bedtime.
Owing to the number of small children, the
dormitory has gained the nickname of "The
Nursery," at which its occullants are very indignant.
On the 11th of February, the Methodist
Sunday School picnic was held.
We boarders left Claremont Jetty by the half-past
eleven boat.
We had a very enjoyable time
and arrived home at about 7 o'clock.
The
river trip was very pleasant, especially to those
boarders whose homes are far from our beauWhile at the picnic, great
tiful Swan River.
excitement was caused bv the news that our
Swimming Four had wOjl the Barron Shield
for life-saving.
On the second Tuesdav of the Methodist
Conference, the memhers - paid a visit to the
College.
They came hy a motor-launch to
our jetty, and when they reached here, they
were shown over the College and grounds.
Some of the girls met friends from home
among them.
They had tea in the diningroom with the mistresses and two of the Prefects at the heads of the tables.
That night
we went up to the Sunday School demonstration .
When those who had to practise at () o'clock the next morning were called
by the "alarm girl" their only replies were
sleepy grunts.
When we came back to school this year we
were agreeably surprised to find that a "tuck"shop had been opened across the road from the
College.
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We wish to congratulate Claudia on winning
the Lady Barron Medal last year; this was
awarded for good work and progress throughout the year.
E. B.
r. B.

time passed off very successfully, and we have
now quite settled down.

SWIMMING NOTES.
The term in which we indulge in the delightful sport of swimming is nearly over.
This
year everything has been especially favourable, the weather delightful the river calm, our
girls in good form, and everyone has taken a
lively interest in the Barron Trophy Competition, which takes places annually at Crawley
Baths. As several of the new girls have joined our Swimming Club, we wl/re able to enter
two teams to compete for the above trophy.
And at last we have triumphantly carried off
the much-coveted Cup, which will adorn our
school for twelve months, and we hope again
for another twelve months in 1917.
Oh! the excitement of that morning as we
started for Crawley, the many cabs and motors
full of happy, eager girls all bent on success.
On the lots being drawn we found our teams
had secured second and last places; our first
team being last and we were not sure if we
were glad or sorry.
We donned our brightly trimmed bathers,
and after watching all the other competing
teams with keen interest, with thumping hearts
we walked down in our turn.
Much better
arrangements had been made this year by the
city authorities at the baths: nice platforms
jutting out from the main one having been
erected.
There were only five team", competing this
year, but on the whole they were very evenly
matched, and the interest and excitement COIltinued unabated till the finish.
One little item of interest might be mentioned in the fact that two of our girls competed against their own sisters in the Modern
School team.
We hear that two or three girls are contemplating entering for the Silver Medal, and we
also have a class entering for the Bronze
Medallion ancl Proficiency Certificates. Good
luck girls.
M. M. W.

We have had plenty of bathing this summer,
as there have been some quite hot days.
Tennis, too, has been great fun, although some
of us cannot stay very often Decause of the
necessity of catching trains, etc.
Hockey is
in the near future, and I think some of us
have had qualms, although we would not own
them when some "old girl" has finished giving us harrowing details of past accidents.

NEW GIRLS' NOTES.
This year most of us are day-girls, quite
a number being day-boarders. Everyone knows
the "first day" feeling, but even that dreaded

At first we were a little confused by the different names of the classes, they being lettered
instead of numbered, but we soon learnt to
distinguish them.

We think the College grounds very delightful, and they were especially patronised dur-'
ing the fruit season, much t) the detriment of
some girls' frocks.
Of course we have all made numerous resolutions concerning lessons which we hope to
keep, and we are, at present all trying hard to
gain good places in the approaching terminal
examinations.
M. L.

TENNIS

NOTES.

Tennis started with more energy this term
than usual, and at first there seemed a fair
number of girls from which to pick the four.
Our first match was against the Presbyterian
Ladies' College, and we had the good fortune
to win by a game---showing that ill-fortune
does not always favour us.
However, our tennis captain left us a week
after.
Although she had or.!')' been captain
a few weeks she did good work in making the
girls practice, and in collecting the usual subThe little
scriptions---no doubt by force.
rhyme applied to Muriellast year could equal.uur next match
ly well be app-Jied to her.
however, was such a terrible defeat that it
affected our voices for our cheering at the
end of the match resembled funeral wails
more than anything else.
All the same, we are still cheerful and hope
that it will be our last defeat this season. We
are progressing favourably, or at least we hope
we are for we have been given so many opportunities of practising.
Miss Walton has
very kindly' arranged for us to practlse on a
grass court at the Claremont Club Grounds.
which is a great help.
O.W. .
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OUR MEN.
1. Far away on the Turkish headlands,
And in France and Belgium, too,
Britain's sons are fighting bra,;ely,
And have fought for me and you,
Men f rom our land, Australia,
Have stormed the rocky height,
Winning glory, praise and honour
For their valour in the fight .
2. Out 011 the stormy ocean roaming
We have watch-dogs grim and grey,
Stern and steady, ever waiting, •
Keeping all our foes at bay
Ships from Austral's sunny island,
Men to man them, brave and true
They are fighting for .old England;
They have shown what they can do.
3. When the ruthless Prussian armies
Devastated Belgium's plain,
Scoffing at the "scrap of paper,"
Scattering misery and pain
Round the Empire swept the story,
Every honest heart was stirred,
Then a silence deep and deathlike:
Would Great Britain keep her word?
4. Did she hesitate or waver?
Did the Belgians cry in vain?
When the weak and helpless called her,
Did she think of loss or gain?
Round the Empire flashed the message,
And her sons from far and wide
Came in hundreds, came in thousands,
Came, an ever-swelling tide.
Far away on Turkish headlands,
Anq in France and Belgium too,
Britain's sons are fighting bravely,
And have fought, for me and you.
A. P.
ODE TO THE DEATH OF RED MARKS.
(With apologies to Tennyson.)
Bury the red marks with the whole school free
of bondage;
Let us bury those red marks
To the sound of the laughing of a care-free
college;
Rejoicing when their torments fall,
Girls are free to play at ball,
And freedom fills the gym. and hall.
What shall we do now we are checked no more
Here on this old gymnasium
Let the girls those marks were made for,
And the imps those marks were laid for,
Make havoc on that old gymnasium floor.

•
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All is over and done,
Red marks shall live no more;
Supreme shall reign the fun
On the old gymnasium floor.
Rejoice, oh schoolgirls, evermore.
The long reign of red marks now is o'er.

D.e.
I B.
AN EXTRACT OF A LETTER FROM
COLLEEN COLLINS.
Cam and Motor Mine, Eiffel Flats,
Gatooma, Rhodesia, S. Africa.
We arrived safely in Africa after a very
enjoyable trip. The weather was really beautiful all the way over, with the exception of
one storm, which I rather .enjoyed; it freshened things up a little.
The train journey was most interesting. We
left Durban at six o'clock on Tuesday evening, and in about an hour we had gone up two
thou sand feet.
I think that the first stop was
at Pietermaritzburg, it is a very big place. I
could not see much of it as it was nearly
dark. We got to Johannesburg at six o'clock
on Wednesday evening.
Here we had to
change trains. It is a very, very big place; it
is almost surrounded by gold mines and awfully smoky and dusty.
They have thirdclass carriages on the trains for the Kaffirs
alone there.
We passed through part of
Natal 0 11 Wednesday.
The country is very
pretty in parts, for miles and miles 'one sees
nothing but fields of mealie and Kaffirs work. ing on them.
The Kaffir practically lives
on meaJie. White people eat it before it is
ripe, and in a leafy case.
It tastes likes
broad beans, and it ha s to be boiled for several . hours.
When it is ripe and has been
ground up, a kind of porridge is made of it.
We passed several graves of soldiers killed
in the Boer War. We reached Buluwayo at
seven oclock on Friday morning.
It is a
very nice place, there are some very nice
buildings there. We stayed there four hours
waiting for the Salisbury train.
Gatooma,
we reached at twelve o'clock on Friday night.
Long enough journey, isn't it?
The White ants are awful; one can
stand at a considerable. distance from a
window and hear the ants at work within the
frame.
I have heard that some ants eat
through cement floors, but I do not know if
that is so.
The summer rains have started
and the mosquitoes too (the little darlings),
I f bitten by the female mosquito one will get
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ON DIT.
malaria fever if one has not got enough
quinine in one's system.
That the cry of the Lower Dormitory is,
The bite of the South African Tsetse fly
"Shut the door."
is fatal, it gives a kind of sleeping sickness,
That the sympathetic nervous system is the
and the victim slowly dies, but there is no
thing that makes you cry when a poor defencepain. These flies are only found up near the
less animal is dissected.
rivers.
All the windows and doors, and veThat some girls seem very much afraid that
randahs are closed in with a very, very fine
they will not have their 2s. ('Id. worth out of
wire-netting (like mosquito-netting, only wire)
the tennis courts.
We notice that the aforeto keep these pests out of the houses.
said damsels are generally the ones who have
A Kaffir funeral has just gone by the house. 1 not even paid their subscriptions.
can hear them singing in the distance.
The
That Marjorie's marked affections are now
coffin is carried by four niggers, and one
given
to "doves" and "chickens" and not
walks in fr,ont with a board with the name of
"grubs"; we are pleased to see her ideals are
the deceased upon it.
At the back walk the
mourners, who sing for a few minutes, and rising.
then stop for a few minutes, and sing again,
That the hasty disappearance of day-girls
and so on. After the funeral they return and does not always mean that the promised Latin
sit outside a hut and sing for hours.
tests will not be forthcoming.
Not far from here the grass is five
That the much-petted cat is not always apand SIX feet high, fine for lions and preciated in the small hours of the morning.
tigers isn't it? A little way from here, only
That the tennis player of "1'\." is very trounearer Buluwayo, are ruins of ancient cities bled over the prospects of spinsterhood, and
and forts.
There is a line of forts run- the retaining of an ugly name. "Somebody,
ning from some part of Rhodesia (1 am not surely some kind heart will come."
quite sure where), down into Transvaal. 1
That according to the swimmer of "A" the
have seen some snaps of them, and they are
feminine
of a horse is a cow.
We fail to
really wonderful.
Mines have been .found,
which have been worked for years and years. see the relation.
That the Lower Dormitory will soon be
This mine was worked by an ancient race,
and the "Globe and Phoenix" too.
They are bankrupt, owing to the tendency that their
supposed to be the mines from which King door has to bang.
Solomon got his gold.
The ruins are called
That consequently the small children upthe "Zimbubwe Ruins."
TEe people which stairs regard them with the tltmost pity.
built them have died out and there is no trace
That evidently Marjorie thought the teacher
whatever.
1 should like very much to see
The whole thing is wrapped in did not know.
them.
That one of our number is a Stoic, for she
mystery.
proved herself a martyr and bled for the cause
of biology.
PUBLIC NOTICES.
The members of the Lower Dormitory would
like to inform visitors to that region that if
they bang the door they will be called upon
to pay the fine when the weekly hill is added
up and presented.
The collectors of the patriotic money would
like to inform the general public that they do
not keep part of the subscriptions for themselves.
Question: why did Henry VIII. find that his
marriage with Catherine of Aragon was illegal?
Answer: Because he was "going on" with
Anne Boleyn.

That during study hours some of our number were terrified (?) at the appearance of a
hairy-legged monster.
That some of our girls wear wigs, for Janet
informed us the other day that she takes off
her hair when she goes in bathing while EIsa
takes her hair with her when she goes home.
That the swimmer of "A" has an intimate
knowledge of the Scriptures, even quoting
from them in her hour of greatest excitement
-before the swimming competition.
That Bismarck gathered up the remnants of
the aristocr<!:cy.
That we should like to inform Bon Marche
that the head prefect of a neighbouring college
does not live here.
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That great excitement and curiosity about
the contents were caused by the arrival of a
parcel addressed to the afonsaid person.
That the heart is a conical-shaped abdomen
according to "A"'s newly-l1\ade prefect.
That Doris is seriously thinking of taking
up hockey and as a result is practising running.
She is causing a great impatience
among the girls for the season to start.
That we no longer learn physical culture but
calisthenics.
That Sheila is learning to read and write;
we are anxiously waiting for results.
That some of the day-girls appear to be
starved at home, and as a result they have
taken a violent liking to figs, and appear to
supply the family with them.
That the mysterious house has at last resolved itself into a "tuck"-shop.
That the local rowing crews seem to find
something which fascinates them this side of
the bay; no doubt watching girls swim and
dive will help them to win the race.
That some of our number have lately been
gi ven to day-dreaming; this is due no doubt
to the constant visits of the "Dreamland."
That we are seriously thinking of devoting
our fortnightly subscriptions towards the sustenance of a certain dumb animal.
That if the water-tap on the upper balcony
does not cease flowing, the "bakonyites" will
have to take to boats.
That Rome was a village in Virginia's lifetime.
That Hope informs us that Barbara is a
"prefix"-rather a large one.
EXTRACTS FROM FORM "'B"
COMPOSITIONS.
"England only builds ships to keep up her
reputation."
"The bugle's note, roar of cannon and deathlike silence awoke the Royal City."
"If an army once reached England it would
not take long to conquer the country, as the
British army is not very large."
"The blow was so sharp and strong that it
went through Astur's skull and helmet, and
stood out a few inches behind his head. This
was too much for Astur, and he fel!."
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MUSIC NOTES.
Our musical studies are still progressing
favourably, and the arrangement of the lesson
and practising time-tables has been made as
difficult as ever by the addition of many new
names.
Miss Smith and Miss White are still with us.
The latter has taken up the task of re-organising the theory class, much to the horror and
dismay of several members, one or two of
whom have a way of disappearing when the
hour for theory class arrives. , One particularly hot Thursday afternoon two small members were missing, and search revealed them
in bathers waiting for permission to "go in."
Now they are wiser and do 110t walk down
the cliff only to be brought straight back to
Minus "B" class-room.
Nevertheless, we are
working hard, and good results will be seen,
we hope, in the forthcoming examinations.
Owing to the annexation of the former
music room for a kindergarten, the piano from
there is now in the mistresses' sitting-room.
But this plan was doomed to failure as music
lessons out of school-hours had to be given
in the play-room, to the relief of both teachers and certain shy pupils.
Now, however,
upstairs in the sick-room they have no cause
to be shy.
The 6 a.m. practiser" still employ the alarm
clock for waking purposes, certain girls taking
it each night as was arranged last year. One
of these sadly declares that it is impossible to
get to sleep with the offensive thing ticking
beside her bed.
We have only one violin pupil this year,
and so the old difficulties about the practising
of duets do not occur.
The gymnasium piano is still the victim of
many abuses.
Long-suffering day-girls seldom eat their lunch but to the accompaniment
of duets, and certain girls delight in showing
forth their musical abilities at the most inconvenient times.
The prizes awarded last year were :---Senior
division, Kathleen Gordon; junior division;
Doris Taylor; theory, Jan et Lyon. Two special prizes were given for conscientious work
by Miss Smith and Miss Carey (our late
senior music mistress).
These were gained
by Lorna Burrowes and Ethel Germon.
In December last Vera Ohman sat for the
Higher Division Intermediate Theory (Trinity College), and we are pleased to announce
that she has passed with honours.
Several of our members have decided to
take examinations at the end of the year, and
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some are taking the University theory examinations in May. As, in the case of the latter,
the time is not far off, we do not think it
too early to wish those candidates the best
of luck.
F. K. M. G.

OLD GIRLS' COLUMN.
Secretary: M. Lappin, Fitzgerald-st., N.P.
Treasurer: D. Hudson, Mary-st., Fremantle.
The most important event held this year in
connection with our Association was the
Fancy Fete, held on Saturday, October 23rd.
Fine warm weather, suitable grounds, willing
workers, and generous contributions, combined
to bring about a greater success than the committee had anticipated, even in its wildest
dreams.
During Friday evening and Saturday morning, the holders of the various stalls
converted the original croquet lawn, at the
rear of the . College, into a fairyland.
This
effect was enhanced by the swinging of strings
of coloured lights in the form of a harp. The'
balconies and fences were hung with bunting,
kindly lent by Dr. Montgomery. Three corners
of the lawn were occupied by the fancy, sweets
and ice-cream stalls, in the fO\1rth was erected
a mysterious Oriental tent, where Mrs .. Davis
The first year girls, with the
told fortunes.
aid of leschenaultia and fern, transformed the
gymnasium into arcadian tearooms.
At 3.30 p.m. the fete was declared open by
Lady Forrest, who congratulated the members on their effort, and wished the Association
the greatest success in the future.
Miss
Walton moved a vote of thanks to Lady Forrest; this vote was seconded by Miss Lappin.
The business of selling was then entered
upon with zest, and willing purchasers were
not hard to find. Throughout the evening we
were entertained with selections by the Y.M.
CA. Band.
The committee desires to thank all the members for the keen interest and practical help
given by them. The final balance-sheet speaks
for itself, and is as follows:£ s. d.
Fancy Stall . . . . . , ..
26 3 6
Refreshment Stall .. ..
19 1 n
Sweets Stall
19 1 4
Ice Cream Stall
9 8 5
Flower Stall .. .. ..
8 13 6
Fortune Teller ....
2 14 0
2' 3 4
Moving Pictures .. ..
£87
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University Results for 1915.
English II.---Pass: M. Beauchamp, M. Murman, M. Stevens.
English I.---Distinctions: E. Sedgman, M.
Jones.
History B.---Distinctions: M. Hurman;
pass: M. Beauchamp, E. Sedgman, M. Stevens.
Economics B.---Distinctions: M. Hurman;
pass: M. Beauchamp.
Mathematics 1.---Pass: Merle Jones, Edna
Sedgman.
French 1.---Distinctions: Edna Sedgman.
Pass: Mossie Stevens.
The following is a list of Association members for 1915 ;M. Beauchamp, E. Sedgman, R. Fry, D.
Sedgman, M. Lappin, D. HUdson, E. Hollis,
M. Gooch, 1. Piesse, M. Pearse, D. Gregory,
R. Langsford, M. Stott, L. Thrum, L Moore,
D. Stow, V. Peet, G. Selby, R. Duffell, D.
Locke, H. Ling, R. Coleman, D. Crawford, A.
Urch, D. Phillips, E. Heal, E. Lavender, J.
Rickard, M. Crawford, B. Chandler, W.
Williams, J. Barclay, M. Couper, D. Crawford,
M. Hurman, B. Broomhall, E. Broomhall, H.
Gordon.
Recently announced engagements are :--Miss Marjorie Skrine, of the Training College, Ciaremont, to Mr. F. H. May, of the
Expeditionary Forces.
Miss Muriel Carter, of Francis-street, Subiaco, to Mr. Alwyn Parker, of Dangin.
Winnie Tregear is spending a three months'
holiday in Claremont.
Ivy Parker has joined the staff of the Perth
Public Hospital. We wish her success.
After a year's study at the Melbourne Conservatorium, Doris Pearse has returned to her
home at Fremantle.
We congratulate Mr. and Mrs. Frank
Morris (nee Irene Danks), on the birth of a
son.
Lucy Hall leaves this month to spend a six
months' holiday in Sydney.
The wedding was recently celebrated at
Hawthdrne, Victoria, of Miss Muriel Higham
to Corporal Randell Finchin; a reception was
held at the Oriental Hotel.
The sympathy of the Association is extended to Bertha Chandler, on the loss of her
brother in Gallipoli.
RITA S. FRY.

